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The Status of Literacy in Our Society

Larry Mikulecky
Indiana University-Bloomington

A paper presented at the National Reading Conference
Austin, TX December 5, 1986

(Abstract)

This paper is a selective review of research related to adult

literacy. This review is arranged in five major sections. These are:

I. What is Literacy and Who is Literate?

Changes in Literacy Patterns and Demands,

III. Adult Literacy and Basic Education,

IV. Effective Literacy Programs and the Problem of Transfer, and

V. Trends, Problems, and Recommendations.

Section I examines several historical definitions of literacy before

focusing upon several national studies of literacy abilities. Section II

explores changing demands, habits, and abilities of our population since

the 1700's. Section III summarizes demographic information about who

receives basic education, wh&t is known about the cognitive

characteristics of adult illiterates, and how much time is required for

learning gains. Section IV reviews research on effective programs and

studies of the extremely limited transfer of newly learned literacy

abilities. The final section identifies trends in the research, areas of

promise, and areas for recommendati3n.



THE STATUS OF LITERACY IN OUR SOCIETY

During the past fey yeard, the pOpular press and other media have

purveyed n good deal of inforMation and misinformation about the status

of adult literacy in OUr Obbiety. Many educated people are unable to

keep abreast f current AdUlt literacy research and have sometimes

depended upon th0 pOpUlar media for information. This dependence hafts

been upon some accurate information mixed with a muddle of exaggerationS

and misinformatiOn. This paper will focus upon 'what in known about

literacy levels of adults giving special attention to changes in

literacy deMands and what is currently being done for adultS

experiencing literacy difficulties. The conclusion rill address major

recommendations, trends and problems associated with adult literacy.

What is Literacy and Who is Literate

The question of vho is literate and Yho iSn't has been inadequately

answered by politicians, well-intended social activists, the advertising

agency for the National Coalition for Literacy, and nearly every local

and national news publication in the natiOn. The result is confusion

on the parts of many intelligent people abbut rho needs what sorts of

help with !that sorts of reading and Writing.

The most often seen mittinferMatiOn reported in the media suggests

that 23 to 26 million people ate tetally Or functionally illiterate with

an additional 23 millien people fUndtioning at a marginal level.

Concrete examp/es and theddbted intended to clarify these data often

portray individuals barely able to read and write. These figures

indicating tens of Millibna Of illiterates are usually attributed to the

Adult Performance LeVel Study performed in the early 70's (Northcutt,

1975). Northcutt and his Colleagues selected 65 reading and writing
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related tasks which they felt Americana should be able tip perform.

Inability to satisfactorily perform these taSke cladaified one into

irarious categories of functional illiteraty. 14, the late 70' , the

A.P.L. study and its subsequent media abUtie h d reCeived severe criticism

in the research literature to the pOint that very few researchers were

willing to report data in terms of "Million6 of illiterates." Data were

reported in less simplistic formats which indicated the portion of the

population able to perform Specific tasks. To Northcutt's credit, the

A.P.L. data were also available in this format. Many reporters,

politicians, and agency bureaucrats have ignored more accurate

presentations as Vell at; more recent data on literacy and have continued

to inaccurately report 23 to 60 million illiterates based on

misinterpretation and misuse of data over a decade old.

ln many cases, the reporting of this information has been well-

intended, creative, and industrious. During 1985-86, advertising

executives for the National Coalition for Literacy attempted to reit-ye

national awareness about literacy problems. They creatively extended

the figures reported from the A.P.L. study and proclaimed in newspaper

advertising throughout the nation that by the year 2000, two out of

three adult Americans may be illiterate. Departments of Edutation in

many states have also performed manipulations of the A.P.L. date.

Indiana, for example, has multiplied the number Of illiterate-s reported

in the early 70's by the subsequent increase ih populatiOn end then

estimated the proportion of that expanded illiterate pop-OD:al.-on living in

Indiana. The result is an exact sounding figure, whiCh reports the number

Of illiterates in Indiana. This proceaa has been extended to ihe point

that I've heard a recent radio report Of the number of illiterates in my

home coufity based on 15-year-old miSinformation gathered in a different
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part of the nation.

In addition to new...vapor stOriee Which Often quote each other about

the number of illiterates, the natidn has been innundated with news

documentaries, docu-dramaa, and interVieWs with Jonathan Kozol

discussing his most recent bObk On illiteracy. The result is that

school teachers and aome univeraity professors requote media derived

information giving it an additional Cachet' of apparent accuraCy.

Definitions c. Literac2

Part of the eXplanation for this muddled situation is that literacy

is not easily defined. In a recent paper for the United States Office

of Educational Research and Improvement, Valentine (1986) ad-cite-ea-6e

issues central tO definitions of literacy; He pointe out that MUCh of

the confusion deriveth from the fact that there ia little agreement upon

what skills comprise literacy. For example, which clusters of skills

comp;-ising reading and writing are essential? MI6 -can Gide-step the

issue Of what ekills comprise reading and writing and simply look at

materials people are able or unable to read and write. This, however,

creates another problem of definition: Literacy is being able to read

and write which materials? Bormuth (1975) suggested that the list of

msteriala will always differ from person to person and situation to

situation and therefore offers the definition of literacy as 'the

ability to respond competently to real-world reading tasks' (p.65).

Guthrie (1983, p. 669) expands on this notion by noting that the

'reader's literacy depends on the conteXt of the situation, not on a

Specifid achievement level.'

Some writers focus on epeciali2ed fOrme of literacy; Sticht (1975,

pp. 4-5) differentiated externally imposed literacy tasks from internally
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imposed tauke and definee functional literacy as:

the_pOddeddion of those literacy skills needed to
petfoi-m dOme reading task imposed by_an external
agent between the reader and a goal the reader
Wishee to obtain.

Such definitiona rapidly create new problems. Kirsch and GUthrie (1977-

1978) pointed out that reading the same material :i.e., a nevi; magazine)

ie fUnctidhal for some people and leisure reading for Otherd. Valentine

(1986) Suggested functional literacy is the area of overlap betWeen print

literacy and functional tasks. He leaves it to othere to define exactly

what comprises print literacy.

Some researchers and government agencies have attempted to

define literacy by linking it to a grade level of perfOr.mance. Harmon

(1987, 8) reported that researchere °have variOuslY proposed standards

ranging from a fourth- to a twelfth-grade lev61. This search has almost

become a modern-day quest for the HOly Grail.' Some government

agencies simply use gradoe completed ih School as a measure of literacy.

Smith, Balian, Brennan, Gorringe, Jackson & Thone (1986) indicated the

National Health Survey sUggebta 4th grade is literate, the Census

suggests 6th grade ie literate, ahd the Department of Education suggests

8th grade is literate Ratiorialed are usually not discussed; The

unacceptability of thie diJit of approach is highlighted by Kirsch and

Guthrie (1977-1978) WhO poiht Out that the average grade scores of eighth

graders in Chicago range froM 4.4 grade level in the lowest school t0 a

median level of 10.5 in the beet school; Darling (1981) made aft eVén

stronger case for Unacceptability by noting that of studente regiatered

for adult baBic eduCation in Jefferson County, Kentucky, the Median grade

completed Was 8.6, but the medimn tested reading grade level of entering

students vas 2.0.
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The problem of establishing a sensible grade level indicator

becomes even more problematic when the role Of reader background is

Considered. Diehl and Mikulecky (1980) and MikUlecky (1982) have

reported data that indicate workers in a Variety of occupations

competently read work-related Material that averages 1-2 grade levels in

measured difficultif above the diffidUlty levels of general newspaper-

like material the workers t:an SUcCeetafUlly comprehend. The authors

attribute this seeming tigher ability to familiarity with topic and

format of the job-related material. Sticht, Amijo, Weitzman, KoffMan,

Roberson, Chang, & MOraddO (1986) presented military data which indicate

a range of four grade léV616 Of teeted reading ability between the

reading abilities required for j b-related reading of highly experienced

workers and workere With no experience on the topic being read. Thia

suggests that background knowledge can account for up tO friar grade

levels of reading ability with a given topic and print format. Grade

level definitions of literacy levels are particularly ineffective as

background knowledge of readers increases;

The research literature is filled with attempted definitions of

literacy nnd critiques of those definitions; The mOre focubed the

definition, the less likely it is to apply for all cases. More general

definitiOns tend to be more accurate, but not very useful. William

Gray's (1956) omnibus definition seems to be ag complete as any. Gray

stated:

A_ person is functionally literate when he has acquired
the knowledge and skills in readiag dild writing which
enable him to engage effectively in all those
activities in which literacy is normally assumed in his
cultural group: (p. 24)

Since literacy appears to be more in the nature of changing
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relationships than measurable quantities, it is unlikely that anyone
will arrive at an acceptable level or criterion allowing one

accurately and useFilly state the number of illiterates.

Who Can and Cannot AccoMplish Literacy Make?

Though it may nOt be possible to define literacy in a faShion which
allows us to usefully and accurately state the number of illiterates,
it is possible to roughly suggest proportiOna of the popaation who can
and cannot succesSfUlly accomplish partiCular literacy taska. This
section of the paper wil2 briefly addreSS a few studies perforMed before
1980 giving special attention to the preViously mentioned A.P.L. study;
More detailed eXamination will be made -of data from NatiOnal Assessment
of Educational PrOpress studies relOttb6d in 1985 and 1966.

When exaMining the data presented below, it is impOrtent to note
that few studieS report a high dagrea of basic can't read A word
illiteracy. This is important frot an educator's perspective because

teaching approaches and materialS required to teach baSic reading and
writing differ significantly frOt the approaches required to tea:::: more

complex tasks like competently reading equal opportunity announcements,

consumer information, and government forms.

Listed below are indicatora of areas of adult reading difficulty
derived from the findings of the A.P.L. study (Northcutt, 1975). A.P.

results indicate that of adults tested:

60% did not accurately calculate from advertisementsprice differences between new and uSed appliances;

44% did not sUccessfully match want ad job requirementsto personal qualifications;

40% did not acCurately determine cOrreCt change given acash register receipt and the denomination of abill;
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36% did nOt enter the correct number of exemptions on a
W4 fort;

26% did hot determine if their paycheCk vid6 COrrect;

24% did nbt add their own correct return Address to a
letter;

22% did_not address a letter well enough to ensure it
would arrive at its destinatiOn;

20% did not comprehend an equal Opportunity announcement; and

20% did not write a check that would be accurately
processed by a bank.

The general magnitude of the A.P.L. results was supported by other

major functional literacy studies of the 70'6. These included the

SUrViVal Literacy Study (Louis Harris & Associates, 1970), the Adult

FUnctiOnal Reading Study (Murphy; 1975), the Mini-Assessment of

Fhnctional Literacy (Gadway & Wilson, 1974)0 and military reports from

Project REALISTIC (Sticht, Caylor; Fox, Hauke, James, Snyder, & Kern,

1972).

Fisher (1978), in a thorough Analysts of major functional literacy

Studies of the 70's, concludsd that most of these studies tended to be

bidered in the favor of overestimation. He noted that even a Stall

prOportion of =liege gradUatSS made very basic errors on items they

Could reasonably be expeCted tO 'capably master. Fisher reaSoned that it

May be some subjects grou, Weark of taking test items and eXercitted less

attention and care than would be employed in real situatiOnd. Further,

not all subjects who reSponded to items face real functidnal reading

t..sks comparable tO thOse with which they were tested. For example,

many .rurai subjettS had no need to read urban bus schedule-6 and some

subjects had never previously encountered check writing tasks.

Two recent Studies performed by the National ASSeSsment of

7
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Educational Progress provide the most accurate currently available

estimation of the literacy abilities of young adults (Applebee, Langer,

& Mullis, 1985; Kirsch & Jungeblut, 1986). The first of these

studie8 analyzea reading ability data collected from 251,000 nine-to-

seventeen-year-olds between 1970 and 1984. The second study employed some

500 interviewers to assess during 90 minute interviews the functional

literacy abilities of 36,000 adults aged 21-25 in the homes of those

adults.

Th test construction approach in these two studies employed item

response theory. In neither study did each Subject receive all test

items. Item response theory and data manipulation were used to arrive

t estimates of item difficulty baaed On responses of representative

portions of the total study aamples. At; a caveat, the reader should

know that a statement like 40% of adulta 14eke unable to interpret an

appliance warranty doeo not literally Mean that 40% of all adults

taking the test were unable tb ihtei-pi-ot the warranty. Test items were

statistically assigned difficulty .1eVels ranging from 150 to 500 based

upon performance of subjects and comparison to performance of other

items. Average performance of various demographic groups (i.e., white,

black, and hispanic) it; Stated in terms of theae difficulty levels.

Some of the N.A.C.P. teat designers caution that it is a somewhat risky

inferential leap to asaume that if a percentage of a demographic group

score below the difficulty level assiyned an item (i.e., the appliance

warranty), the actual stated percentage of that group will not be able

ac4..ual1y comprehend the item. On the other hand, it is nearly

impossible to bay what item scores mean without making such inferential

leaps. 'Die paper rill present test results in terms of percentages of

devographic grou2s scoring below item difficulty levels and request the
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reader to view such data cautiously.

Among the cautions required in interpreting this data is the

reCOgnition that, in the United Statea, date repOrted in racial

betegOries is strongly confounded by sOdio-bdonbmic etatus.

Dieproportionate percentages of Black and Niapanic Americans have lower

incomes and live in conditions nondOndUcive to literacy development;

In 1985, the National Aatestment of Educational Progress released

The Reading Report Card (Applebee, Langer, & Mullis, 1985). This

document reports analyaet Of the reading performances of over 251,000

randomly selected school Children between 1970 and 1984 Examination

of the reading performanCe Of 17=year=olds (the oldest group studied)

suggests a good deal about the reading abilities of current and future

young adults;

The N.A.E.P. btudy authors report that the reading performanCe Of

17-year-olda itprOved between 1980 and 1984, but that this may reflect

improvementa at youngei- ageth rather than an increase in quality of

secondary ttchoolihg. Further, nearly 100X of this age group V88 able to

read at 8 baSid leiJbl. According to N.A.E.P. test items, achieving A

the basic level implies being able to:

* ftilloW brief written directions;

belect words, phrases, or sentences to describe a
simple picture;

interpret simple written clues to identify bbjbdtb;

lOcate and identify facts from simple informational
paragraphs, stories, and news articles; and

COMbine ideas and make infel-ences based on ahort,
Uncomplicated passages.

IU addition, nearly 84% of 17-yeaiolds were able to perform at the

intermediate level. According to N.A.E.P., performance at the
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intermediate level implies being able to do all the tasks described above

in addition to teing able to:

* search for, locate,_and organize information found
in relatively lengthy paSSageS;

* recognize paraphragett Of what has been read; and

make inferences and red-oh generalizations_about main
ideas and author'A purpbse from passages_dealing
with literature, Science, and social studies.

To place this intermediate level in perspective, it Should be noted

that this is the level aChieVed by the average I3-year-old bi- eighth

grade student. ApprOXiMately 40% of 17-year-olds achieVe beyOnd this

level and reach the adept level. Readers who achieve at the adept level

are able to:

* understand COMplicated literary and inforMational
passages; and

* analyze and integrate less familiar Material and
provide reactions to and exmlanationa Of the text as
a Whole.

Less than 5% of 17-year-olds perform beyond the adept level and

achieve at the advanced level. At the advanced level, readers are able

to:

extend and restructure the ideae_presented in
specialized and complex texts. Examples include
scientific materials, literary essays, historical
documents, and professional material;

understand links between ided8 eVen when those links
are not explicitly stated; and

* make appropriate generalitatiOns_even when texts
lack clear introductionS and explanations.

Though only a tiny minority Of 17-ifear-olds are prepared at the

advanced level most university profeettora would prefer for entering
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freshmen, it seems clear that very few 17-year=olds are illiterate. The

R.A.E.P. basic level is really a good deal beyond having to struggle to

read one's name or a restroom sign.

As heartening as this information is about the reading abilities of

the typical 17-year-old, the N.A.E.P. report also sounds a warning.

Virtually no minority Studer:Ca (less than 17.) score at the advanced

level. Indeed, the average reading proficiency of black and Hispanic

17-year-olds ia only S1ighti4 higher than that of White 13-year-o1ds.

Applebce, Langer, & Mullis (1985) compared reading proficiencies of

Black, Hisp nic, and White students from 1971 to 1984. In addition to

the large gap between White and minority students, these authors pointea

out that reading gains for Black nine-year-olds appear to have leveled

off, suggesting a future leveling of gains for Black ybung adultS.

In 1986 the H.A.E.P. released a major study of the functional

literacy abilities of 21 to 25-year-old young adulta (Kirsch & Jungeblut,

1986). This carefully designed study selected items from previous

N.A.E.P. studies as well as designed items based upon what research

indicated were reading tasks encountered by a Substantial proportion of

adults. Over 3,600 randomly selected adults were tested in their homes

by over 500 trained interviewers. The result 1.6 a study which is the

most accurate available estimation of what young adults can capably read.

In addition, selection of items from previous measures allows comparison

of the performance of these adults to the performances of other

individuals on other tests.

The items and results of this study are categorized and presented

in terms of three types of literacy: proem, document, and quantitative.

Prose literacy involves underatanding and using information from texts

(i.e., editorials, news stories, poems, and the like). Document literacy
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involves locating and using information in documents (i.e., j b

applications, payroll forms, bus schedules, maps, tables, indexes, and so

forth). Quantitative literacy involves applying arithmetic operations

to information embedded in printed materials (i.e., balancing a

checkbook, figuring a tip, completing an order form, or determining the

amount of loan interest from an advertisement).

Not all subjects participated in attempting test items. An

extremely simple pre-test eliminated from full testing subjects judged

to have such limited literacy skills that the literacy simulation tasks

in the test would unduly frustrate and embarrass them. Only about 2% of

the young adult population vere estimated to be at this level. About

half or 1% of the total population reported being unable to speak

English.

Indicative summary results of this study are found in Tables I-III

modified from Literacy:Profiles of America's Young Adults (Kirsch &

Jungeblut, 1986, pp. 16=17, 28-29, 36-37).

Insert Tables I-III
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A few ol,aervations about the results ate in order. When viewing

percentages of the total 21 to 25-year-old pOpUlation, it appears clear

that there is not a large degree of batic illiteracy. Over 95% of

youn4 adults can:

* sign their nameS;

* locate expiratiOn dateS on a driver's license;

* -locate a tiMe on A Meeting form;

enter a caller'd nUMber on a phone message form;

write eboUt A job they would like;

locate a moOie in a T.V. listing; and

enter perbonal information on a job application.

As with the H.A.E.P. data on school children, wide racial and

ethnic differences appear ir the young adult data. The data indicate

that it is probable that 907.% of Whites could fill in a job application

while only 82% Of Blacks and 92% of Hispanics would be Oble to

succesefully complete the same tasic

Though a vast majority of all ethnic populations can accomplish

basic literacy tasks, gaps in populations become even Wider as the

complexity of tasks increases; For example, it is prObable that 227. of

Whites would have difficulty writing a letter to State that an error was

MCde in billing. On the same item, 607. of Blacka end 427. of Hispance

VOUld be likely to have difficulty; Teat data ihdiCate that it is

prObable that 35% of Whites would have diffiCUlty following directions to

traVel from one location to another uSing a map.. On the same item, 807.

Of Blacks and 63% of Hispanics would be likely tip have difficulty; Items

at slightly higher levels are egtrembly difficult for all populations.

For example an item on the proSe scale aska individuals to orally

13
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interpret distinctions between two types of employee benefits. Nearly

90% of Whites, 997. of Blacks, and 977. sof Hispanics would be likely to

experience difficulty with thia literacy task. Comparable percentages of

all populations would be likely to experience difficulty calculating and

totaling costs based on item costs from a catalogue.

The ybang adult literacy data make several points very clearly.

The vast majority of young adult Americans have mastered basic literacy

dell-811dB. This vast majority drops off rapidly anct soon becomes a

tindrity ela every-day literacy tasks increase in complexity. Finally,

differenced in performance between Whites, Blacks, and Hispanics are

extremely ride and distressing, especially at middle and upper levels.

BristoW (1986) has observed that older Americans aro more likely tO

experience literroy difficulties at lower levels since the percentage of

Americans with less than 8 and even less than 4 years of Schooling

increases with the age of the population.

The young adults who were tested I:dino H.A.E.P. tiMUletionS of

functional literacy tasks also responded to items indlUded in the

H.A.E.P. school literacy assessment. This allows a compariaon betWeen

the performances of students in grades 4, 8, and 11 and the perforMancea

of young adults. Table V contains information from Kirsch and Jungeblut

(1986, p. 40) which makes thiS CompariSon.

Intert Table IV

The data froth the above table indicate that only about 67. of the

young adult population read below the 4th grade level, but 20% read

below an 8th grade level and nearly 40% read below an lith grade level.

These totals are somewhat deceptive, however, due to wide racial and

14
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ethnic ditaparitied. Nearly 18% of Black young adultg read heloi a 4th

grade level, ClOde to half read below an 8th grade leVel, and more than

2/3 read belOW an Ilth grade level. Hispanic young adults perform

somevhat better than Blacks, but nearly 10% read below an 8th grade

level and -close to 112 read below. an Ilth grade level. Substantial

proportions of our young adult population, and especially our minority

population, appear to be iI1-equipped for the high and increasing

literacy challenges associated with being productive and self-sufficient

in bur society.

Changes in Literady Patterns and Demands

For the same rem:lona that it is difficult to define literacy,

it is difficult to determine Changes in patterns of who is literate and

difficult to chart literacy deMandd faced by individuals. Harmon (1986),

drawing upon the work of hiStoriang Carl F. Kaestle and LawrenCe A.

Cremin, estimated:

By counting the huMber of men who could sign their

name to deedS and other public documents as literate

(literacy for WOMen was deemed irrelevant in most Of

the coltinieS; for slaves dangercuc historiana haVe

reckoned that literacy in America rose from abOut 60

perce:It aMong the first vhite male colonists to about

75 percent by 1800 (p.118).

It iS a bit More difficult to estimate the degree Of Middle and

upper level literacy abilities during this same time- pericad. One method

by which it it; possible to roughly infer reading ahilitiee is to note

what people were reading. Harmon (1986, pp. 118-119) Cited Cremin's

observation that Thomas Paine's Common Sense "sold 100,000 copies vithin

15
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three montha Of itta appearance in 1776 and possibly as many a a half

million in 6/1." A half Million people was 20% of the colonial

population. CréMin eatimated that 1/2 or probably 10% "read it or heard

it read AloUd" (0. 118).

GiVen the fact that N.A.E.P..young adult data suggest less than 10%

of young adults are able to read and distinguish types of employee

benefits or generate an unfamiliar theme from a ShOrt peem, it appears

the nation has not progressed a great deal ih terma of higher level

literacy. The maprity of gains appr tO réleté tO larger percentages

of the population masterIng lower and middle level literacy abilities.

Another method f:Ir analyzing changing literacy patterns is to

examine population statistics for Changta tab-curing over the course of a

life span. In 1910, the official U.S. Cendua simply asked individuals

if they could read or Write ih any language. A total of 7.7 percent of

the population answered "NO' to that -question i n 1910. Of that group,

41 percent were Black, 27 oetcent Itere native Whitesi 30 percent were

foreign-born Whiteit, And 2 percent vere listed as other (Cook; 1977). On

a higher litéraby 160610 in 19100 only 8 percent of 17 to 18-year-oldS

graduated froth high abhtibl; 6 percent bf the group went on to enroll in

institutiOnS Of higher eduCation (Digest of Educational StatisticS0

1979). The aVerege -citizen vas probably closer to the 7;7 percent vh0

said "NO" than to the 8.8 percent who were high school graduates. Fear

ekamol, 25 percent of World War I enlistees were not able tO daitprehend

eXtreMely aiMple newspaper passages or compose written ca3Munications of

any ited-t (Cook, 1977). Tyler has estimated that 55 percent Of the66

enliateea Were functionally illiterate in terms of being able to out

their literal), to any effective military use (Tyler; 1978).
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The context fear literacy at the turn of the century vas a Context

of elitism. An extremely small percentage of the population received

either secondary or higher education. Even the high schoOl graduation

figureS for 1910 (8.8 percent) are somewhat deceptive. The percentage

of high SchOol graduates in 1870 was 2 percent. An oVerVhelming number

of ladUlta at the turn of the century had less than a high lachool

edUcation. Of the tiny percentage w o did graduate frOM high uchool, 75

per-cent went on to college; The gap between the tinY percentage of the

highly educated, highly literate individuale, and eVeryone else was wide.

Changes in literacy during a Single life Span have been great;

Compulsory schooling and immigration 4Uotala layered the percentages of

totally illiterate individualist. By the original Census Bureau

definition, under 1 perCent of adultd were totally illiterate in 1970

(Fisher, 1978). This figure ccincides With the 1-2 percent of young

adults screened by the N.A.E.P yOung adult pre-test.

During the time periOd since 1910, changing social conditicns have

preceded changes in acceptable levels of literacy. Each majol war

during this century has brought with it increased literacy dema.7.-d= Lot

military performance. The second World War was close to a mid-point in

this century. During Wbrld War II the U.S. Army found it necessary to

set a minimum criteriOn of a fourth-grade reading level for acceptance

into the army. A special 1947 census defined literacy as fiVe years of

schooling and found 13.5 percent of the population illiterate. By the

1960's, the U.S. Office of Education had raised the level Of acceptable

literacy to eight years of schooling; Even this was Considered too low

in the 1970'S when the Adult Performance Level study was released (Cook,

1977).

During the early 1980's, a survey of citizena in Milwaukee reported
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the types of materials residents conaidered essential to normal

functioning. These materials provide d reasonable idea of what current

functional literacy means to a cross-section of adults. Frequently

mentioned materials included relatively simple items like street and

traffic sirs and medicine bottle directions as well as more complex

bank statements, healtl, and adfety pamphlets, loan applicatiOne, and

product warning and antidote directions (Negin & Krugler, 1980).

Current estimates of OCCUpational demands for literacy indidate

that over 90 portent of OcCUpations call for some reading and Writing

(Diehl & Mikulecky, 1980; Hikulecky, 1982); This is up frOm nOt more

than 10 percent in the first decennial census undertaken in 1790 (Tyler,

1978). in addition, there has been a growing demand for literacy in the

areas of recreation and self-realization; Newspapers are more varied in

content than eVer before and reach over 75 perCent Of AMericans.

Magazines and paperback books are experiencing en increase in sales

(Dessaur, 1982).

The difficulty levels of occupational reading as well as newspaper

and magazine reading are quite high; Mikulebky (1982) found the

difficulty levels of the majority of reading materials on the job ranged

frOM 10th to 12th grade level in diffiCUlty With workers averaging more

than two hours of daily job-reading. EVen blue collar workers averaged

More than 1 1/2 hours of daily job-reading. These findings concur vith

the findings of Rush, Moe; and St-pi-lie (1986) in other civilian work

bettings and with Sticht (1982) for Military settings. Though having a

wealth of background knowledge tori a tOpib Can tend to effebtively lover

reading difficulty levels, the Moat heaVY job-related reading is

performed by new workers leaat likely to have that wealth of background
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experience.

The Utiles to which literacy la put on the job appeat tO be More

complex than typical uses of lit-era-Cy in schoc4s; The VaSt majority of

school-related reading is reading to learn factual material, While a

comparable majority of job-related reading is for problem,=Solving and

making applications (MikuleCky, 1982). In addition, the literacy

streitegie6 associated with high job performarce ratinge are primarily

higher level metacognitiVe Strategies involving monitoring, focusing,

and managing information (Mikulecky & Winchester, 1983; Mikulecky &

Ehlinger, 1986).

The 10th to 12th grade difficulty level of Workplace materials

Mirrored by similar difficulty levels for other fUnctional reading.

Wire service news storied average at the 10th to Ilth grade level in

difficulty (Wheat, Lindberg, & Nauman, 1977). L recent study done by

the College Board'(Reading Today, Feb/March, 1986, p. 16), using the

Degrees of Reading Fairer assessment of reading difficulty; found

newspapers, magatineb, and job-related materiald'to average at

comparable dtffiCultY levels (the 63-72 DRP Unit range). This range

embraces the average ability levels of high achbol sophomores and

juniors; Again, Since a wide range of topida and a vide population

range are involVed, individual reader background knowledge becomeS lec;S
a factor.

There are a fey exceptions to thid general trend of higher literacy

requirementS. Some low-paying Jobe: ban be simplified through

fragmentatiOn and automattom West Bei-Many has been cost-effective by

breaking down Complex tnsks to simple taesks done by an indiVidual 4-orker

repeatedly. This is not as coat-effective as having a vorker Who iR

literate and min adjust flexibly to new tasks when the operation for
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which he has been trained is temporarily halted. However, fragmentation

den be cOat=effective if the worker is paid an extremely lot. Wage AS are

the iMmigrant guest workers in West german industries.

States, Where no legal guest worker option exists, such

tend to be shipped out of the country leaving AMericans

abilities without employment. Some fast food chains in

Ih the United

fragmented jobs

with low literacy

the United States

have eliminated the need for much literady aMeng employees by using

pictures on cash register keys and dompdteriZed pricing. A trained

manager must hs knowledgable and available in the eVent of equipment

difficulties, but the isystet werka et lotig as less liapabie workers can

accept extremely lov pay fer their SeVerely liMited performances;

Similar approaches tkre being used in thr automating of oil pipeline

monitoring gauges and hOlOgraphic padkage readers in grocery storeEN The

grocery store extMple is UdefUl for examining this low skill job trenci.

Fewer mistakes and hold-upd Mean faater lines and therefore the need for

fewer low paid Cheek-out pe'rSönnel and packaging personnel who need to

run and check prides. Cemputerieed inventories lower the need far

massive watehOuding and Many of the warehouse job associated with sUch

massive operationS. Several middle skiI/ed level jobs are created for

building, Marketing, and servicing the holographic price readerS (Harste

& Mikulecky, 1984).

The Social context for literacy has changed during a single life

span to the point :here functional literacy means a level Of ability

achieVed by only,an extremely sma7 7rraction of the population in 1910.

Literacy can no longer remain the province of a tiny ptivileged elite

Minority. It has become a necessary part of fundtioning in most adpects

of daily life.
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Adult Illitérarq and Adult Basic Education

Uoat literady prOblemai faced by Americans are not at the

rudimentary or basic levelS. A small percentage of Americans, hort4or,

do experienbe ektreMe literacy difficulties and are beirg left behind by

the in-credited literbcy demands of our society.

Demographic Information

According to H.A.E.P. data, from 1-2 percen of !American ycung

Adults either are urible to speak English or cannot recognize simple

printed rordE; and phrases; Kirsch and Jungeblut (1986, 0. 5) point out

that the one percent who could speak English and responded to a set of

oral-language tasks performed at a low level suggesting to the authors

that this group 'may have a language problem that extends beyond

processing printed information.° I. the Criterion léVel for basic

literacy is set fur performance Cinmparable to a fOUrth,,grade level,

approximately six percent of young adUlte ékperience problems with basic

literacy (3.8% of Whites, 17.8% of BlackS, and 7.6% Of Hispanics).

This section of the paper vill ekeMine the limited research

information about this bottom percentage of adults ekperiencing literacy

difficulties. Darkenwald (1986, p. 2), in a reaearch review of

effective approaches to teaching baSid Skills to adults, observed that

the "research base in adult baaid education is severely deficient, not

only in quantity but ih qualitY." Still, it is possible to draw upon

research in providing a picture of teadhers, learners, and programs

concerned with basic adult literacy.

Fowler (1986), WOrking 4!-,r-ough the Center for Survey Research at

the Udivetaity Of Madaechusetts0 performed a survey of adult literacy

programs And resources for the Coalition for Literacy. He noted that in
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the fall of 1985 an estimated 400,000 students were enrelied in Classes

to teach Lasic reading and writing (O.E.D. and E.S.L. Classee were

elimineted). Theae students were about equally diVided between Adult

Sasic Education classes supported by state and federal monies and

volunteer programs such as the Laubach affiliates, the Literacy

VOlunteers of American, and the American LibrarY ASsociation programs;

Between fall of 1984 and f%11 of 19E5, there wad a 9.3 percent increase

in the number of students rnw . a correSpendiiil 9 percent increase in

literacy program budgets to reach a leVel of t109 million. Fowler

reported a 28.7 percent increase in the number of volunteer teachers

(i.e., from 75,000 to 96,000).

Newman f19864 in an evaluation Of the Advertising Council's

Volunteer Against Illiteracx prograM dUrin6 1985, indicated that 8000

of the new teachers and 10,000 Of the new students came to literacy

programs via the special 800 telephone number set up by the advertising

campaign. Newman also neted that preliminary data suggest that the 9

percent increase ih Students may be occurring more heavily in volunteer

programs than it is in Adult Basic Education programs.

Comprehensive national demographic data ia not ava;.lable on vho

attends these basic literacy classes. The Literacy Assistance Center,

however, has compiled data on the 40,000 learners involved in literacy

programs in MeV York City (Cook, 1986). Data from a large urban center

can provide some indiCation of who attends classes, at leaSt in urban

cenl:eria.

Of the 40,000 New York students, nearly 52 perdent were enrolled in

basie education classes while another 45 percent Were enrolled in

classes to teach English as a second or other language. Of the basic

eduCation Students, 10.7 percent are reported to read below a 3rd grade
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level. When the level ie inrreased to 5th grade, 25.3 percent are not

akle to perform adequately. Ihis suggests that of the 40,000 Hew Yor!.

studenta, about 13 percent or 5,200 would fall 1ithin- the parameters

Fowler (1966) Set for estimating the 400,000 StUdentS nationally

receiving basic reading and writing training. In New York, 41% of

students are male and 59% female. The typical learner, at least in New

York City basic literacy classes, is 1.?kely to be female (597.), a member

of a Minority group (69%), and between the ages of 25 and 45 (52%).

Approximately 1/3 of learners are botwaen the ages of 16 and 24.

Ctighitive Competenc4-ms and CharaoteritatiCa

AdUlts demonstrating low reading leVele differ from children with

di:impartibly low reading levels. Liebert (1963) compared the oral reading

Of edUlt basic education studeutS 'hi elementary-age children of

bomparable ability levels. HO found that, for children, reading

acduracy and rate decreased as pdaenages became more difficult. The

adult readers demonstrated ritp cOMperable variability in accuracy but

Similar declines in rate. The rateei for adults ranged from 23 WOrde Oer

minute to 145 words per minUte. Harty adult readers in A.B.E. bladaed

read extremely slowly. Briato4 (1987) found adult reading tete to be a

significant diagnostic predictor of comprehension diffidUltieb.

Johnston (1985, p. 174) used bathe study methodology to monitor the reading

abilities and patterns Of Adult poor readers; He concluded that adult

reading disability iS inflUenced by "anxiety, attributions, miladaptive

strategies, inaccurate Or nOnexisting concepts about aspects of reading,

and a huge variety of motivational factors.° In many cases, Johnston's

disabled readers, Who Were constantly forced by society to confront

reading material beyond their abilities, inappropriately overrelied on

' ^ .
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beck-ground knowledge and context in situations where decoding strategies

Would have been more useful. This finding appears to be in cOntradiction

With the findings of Lytle, Marmor, and Penner C1986) Which indicate that

70 percent of illiterate and low-literate subjects COnSider reading to be

primarily a decoding process. Sambrell and Heathingt6n (1981) found 1/3

of poor adult readera Were unable to provide a strategy for identifying

an unknown word other than asking someone for help.

Time Heeded tO Make Gains

In the late 1970's many adult educators Maintained the belief that

adults were Able to learn to read more rapidly than children because

they poeseaSed More life experience and boCkgrOUnd knowledge. To test

this belief, StiCht (1982,b investigated the effect of method and rate

of preSentation of materials on the reading achievement of adults

averaging 5.5 grade level in tested reading ability as well as the

reading achieVement of average 3rd tO 5th grade students. Sticht found

no evidence that adults performed better or learned more quickly than

children at comparable grade levels.

Indeed :learning time is high for adults to make a grade level gain

in reading ability. Darkenwald (1986) describes the work of Kent (1973)

Who performed an evaluation of 2,300 A.B.E. students from 200 classes in

90 pre-grams located in 15 States. Reading gains from January tO May

aVeraged 0.5 grade level with 1/3 of the population shoving no gain or

het loss. Comparable data from Kent's study of ManpoWer Development

Training Act programs indicates that after 54 hours of inatruCtiOn, the

average reading level inbrease was 0.4. Sticht (19824 in SUmmarizing

dozens of military Studies, indicates a grade level gait.* in reading

takes enlisted men from 80 to 120 hours of instruction. The Jefferson
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County Adult Reading Program provides sense of the piirdMétére of 4hat is

possible. Large scale evaluation studies Suggebt 100 hours of

instruction per grade level gain in reading it typiCal. Darkenvald

(1986) reports the Jefferson County Adult Redding Progrem as using a

combination of counseling, indiVidualited inttruCtion, functional goals

and group dynamics holds attrition rates tb 1/2 to 1/4 of comparable

programs and achieves reading gaint .70 greater than comparable programs

(approximately 54 hours of instruction per grade leve? gain). Pasch's

(1985i p. 17) evaluation of project LEARN indicates that actual practics

time is key with adult reading gains correlating most highly 7ith

"lessons completed and . . . hot particularly related to number of hours

tutored or days in the program."

Achieving the necessary practice and time on task has not been

possible for 'Mist adult literacy programs, however. Mezirov,

Darkenvald, and Knox (1975), in a national survey of urban A.B.E.

tetchert found that irregular attendance vas perceived by 85 portent as

the tingle MOst serious impediment to effective learning. DarkenVald

and Valentine (19840 69), in a survey of A.B.E. students, found thtt

Mitore than half reported having trouble attending class. Baltuth (1986)

bonfirin't and extends these survey results. After revieving several

ttudies on attendance Balmuth noted that:

The high rate of absenteeism in ABE is taken to be a

fact of life, although an embarrassing and debtruCtive

one . . A class could have an enrollment of 20 but

only 2 or 3 in attendance. (p. 58)

Time on task for a typical A.B.E. student 1.0 ektrétély sparse according

to Darkenvald (1986, 6). Learning time is diminished by irregular
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attendance, the fact that the usual A.B.E. Schedule provides only 4 to 6

hbUric Of instruction a week, the fact that homework is very rare, and

the fact that time-on-task per classroom hour is much lover than is

typical for school children.

Effective Literacy Programa and the Problem of Transfer

It is this author'S eatiMate that from six to 10 percent of adulte

read below a fourth-grade leVel and that little more than two perCent Of

adults can be classed as ttsly illiterate in the sense of not beifig able

to read or write a VOrd. AdUltd who read at this level have a difficult

time learning and attending Classes. They face a minimum of seVeral

hundred hourt Of inetrUCtion before they can expect to approach Meeting

what most educated people consider daily functional literacy demanda.

Darkenvald (1975), after analyzing a national sample Of 478

randomly Selected A.B.E. teachers, determined that emphasis on non'-

traditional subjeCts like consumer education, health Oa:Cation, and

coping skilla 4as associated with substantially lower drOO=Out rates and

substantially higher class attendance. Moro thaft a decade later,

Darkenvald (1986) analyzed adult literacy programs Selected as being

the most effective by the U. S. government's Joint Dieeemination Review

Panel. Darkenvald notes that these most highly Selected programs:

almost invariably integrate basit Skilld focus

with instruction in life or "surViVal" Skills

needed by students to function effectively in

the everyday world. (p. 29)

This observation of Darkenveld'a is extremely important. It
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iMplieS that programs must teach the sort Of literacy tasks learners

Vill actually be asked to perform rather than dimply teaching the

general school:type literacy found in traditilnal materials. A

growing body of research supporta thiS observation. For example, Larson

(1980) found a six-veek literacy prograt has no effects on attrition

from military job training nOr did it affect the time required to

complete subsequent job training. StiCht (198200reported that

military recruits given traditional ba6i6 skills training make gains

while in class, but tend to réVért and lose their skills within eight

weeks. In contrast, jOb related literacy and computational training

does not suffer this reverSion. U. S. Army retention studies have

indicated that:

personnel retained SO% of their end-of-course

gain in job literacy training (but) only 40% of

their 6nd-of-course gain in general reading. (p. 40)

Similar indidationg of nontransfer have been found by Scribner and

Cole (1978; 0. 457) in their vork with the Vai. They concliide that, °the

effectS Of literady and perhaps of schooling as well, are reStricted .

generalited Onlif to closely related practices."

SOMe indidation of the degree of transfer one can expect hat; been

provided by the H.A.EiP. study of literacy among young adu Kirsch

& Sungeblut (1986) correlated subject scores on the prolje, docJment,

and quantitative literacy scales of the young adult literacy assessment.

Correlations ranged for r = .49 to r = .56. These Correlations are

surpriging close and suggest that there is about A 25% Overlap in the

variande of performance with the different type-4J of literacies measured

by the M.A.E.P. Further research is called for, but it may veil be that

general literacy abilities account for only about 114 of the performance
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On a Specific type of literacy task. For some literacy tasks, it may

account for considerably less of the variance.

These findings about effective programs and lack of transfer are

important as educators decide how to allocate their resources.

Currently many adult literacy programs and volunteer tutora direCt their

efforts toward the minority of adults experiencing eXtreme literacy

difficulties. Though some programs teach literacy in fUnCtional and

occupational contexts, many programs and tutors allocate most tithe and

resources to genersI literarly training emphasiging deCoding, Word=

attack, and literal level understanding of non-functional Stories.

Research indicates that such approachOS are aSsoCiated With higher

attrition, much lower transfer of reading gain, and much higher loss of

gain after as little time as six weeks.

Teaching basic general literacy mainly to the bottom two to six

percent of the adult popUlation must be questioned as a wise allocation

of limited resources. This population, which requires hundreds of hours

of training, is generally unable tO attend regularly for as many as

50 hoUrS. ThOSO Who attend for longer apparently have a difficult time

retaining what they haVe learned or transferring that learning to

functional applications of literacy in daily settings.

In addition, major emphasis of attention and resources on this

group creates several new problems. The much larger percentage of

adultb reading above the fourth-grade level but not well enough to

eetily function in society (14% to 20%) need a different sort of

tea-Ching than the basic literacy instructor training being provided moat

volunteer tutors. These adults are not likely to get vhat they need

when they attend traditional literacy programs and indeed are likely to
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be driven off by inapproOriate training. This ie particularly

unfortunate since 50-150 hours of appropriate training for many adults

in this group could bring them within reach of being able to function

with the new literacy demands of our society.

Trends, Problems, and Recommendation6

One trend is particularly clear in both the N.A.E.P. data and the

adult literacy class attendance data. If you are an adult minority

group Member in the United States, you are Coneiderably more likely to

experience literacy difficulties than is a White adult. Hodgkinson's

(1986) analysis of demographic dratt irdidate that the baby boomlet which

iS ihdreasing elementary school ent011Mentd is made of of larger

pertentages of minority group membership than ever before. The birth

rate for Whites is leti for BlaCkb iS 2.3, and for Hispanics is 2.8. The

children for whom schools have been least successful are present in

increasingly larger percentageS.

The raciaI/educational Split Can also be observed at other leVelb.

In many urban scaool distriCtS, drop-out rates rarge from 50 pot-bent to

60 percent and tAgher. At the Same time in predominantly non-Urban

States like Minnesota, Wittdimitan, Iowa, and North Dakota, state-Wide

averages for high school graduation exceed 80 percent with approximately

2/3 of 18-year-oIds enrolling in colleges or universitieS. Statistically,

an urban Black or Hispanic hail nearly the same likelihOod Of dropping out

of h±gh school as a non-nrban White has of enrolling in college.

In Megatrends, Naisbi.A (1982) observed that informatiOn is the

currency of the 1980's. To the extent that literacy id access to such

information and wealth, in the United States we may be on the verge of
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becoming more edOnomically divided than OVet before. This growing social

and politidel prbblem has literacy and edubation close to its core.

The politiOal nature of this growing liter'acy problem is bpooming

increasingly apparent in the solutione Enggedted to addrese the problem.

Kozol in Illiteiate America (1985) Celled for a massive national

mobiliZatibn involving mass partidipatiOn of the people; He Offered Cuba

and HiOdi.egUa as examples of effedtiVe programs with government support

ae Well ae the initial stages of Paulo Freire's work in Brazil.

POlitidel/educational responses from the other side of the political

spectrUm can be observed in the National Advisory Council oh Adult

EdUcation's recommendatione to the President of the United States (Smith

et al. 1986). The HACAE made 71 suggested solutione tO the problem

Which address such topic areas as: Curriculum and InetrUctiOn, the

Teaching Profession; Local Administration; Research; the System and

Structure of Education, National Attitudes Toward Education, and

Illiteracy; Among the Edit suggested solutions are:

* appoint a national task force on teddhing r'eading,

* expand the discussion of reading ted-ching beyond
the dbtain of educators to include the public;

* eet hational definitions for_the Vatious levels of
literacy and use these_definitiOne to datermine
eligibility for ABE programa and the "roturn on the
inVeatment" in such programa,

* ihdbilmrate military research findings into.public
e dUdation programs,

* d-ondider requiring illiterate adults on welfare to
e nter educational programa; and

* cOnsider shortening,priann Beateaces for illiterate
inthates who successfully cOmplete reading programs.

An-Other idea which received Obllitt politi6n1 attention during

1985-1986 id the idea of inter-generational transfer of literacy.
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1980 Sticht observed that one of the beet ways to impv7we the reading

performance of children is tO iMprOve the education level Of their

parents. Large.gains in Children's reading improvement folloWed World

War II. A convincing cage ban be made for these gains being explained

by the performance of Children whose parents had taken advantage of the

G.I. bill to acquire More education.

In 1985 Kozol and Others picked up on Sticht'S idea of programs to

teach literacy tO bOth parents and their children. TWO proposed pieces

of legislation on thief topic were introdvc r,.! but nOt piatased by the

United States Congress. The concept of improving adUlt literacy while

teaching adults to work with thetr own children continues to receive a

good deal of discussion and Aay yet offer an avenue for substantial

literacy improvement.

Newman (1986) reported increased attention as well as financial and

other reSOurces being allocated to literacy improvement by businesses,

foundatiOna, and thousands of volunteera. She reports the contribution

of more than $24 million in free media adVertithing time and space toward

the goal bf focusing national attention Oh literacy issues; In

addition, a two-phased public serViCe caMpaign has been developed by the

media. The Public Broadcasting System has developed Project Literacy U.

S. (PLUS) while the American BrOadbaating Company has made its Mtn

conCetted efforts to integrate literady awareness into its news and

inforMation programming. One tangible result of this increased national

attention has been the additiOnal 20,000 tutors (for a total Of 960000)

Vhb Volunteered to work with adult illiterates between November 1984 and

September 1985. It is highly likely that number has continued tO grow.

In addition to vOluntary efforts, corporations and fonndations

through the leadership of the Business Council for Eii-2ctive Literacy
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have made other resoUrbee aVailable for literacy prrgram support. Thu8

far, this support MIS been priMarily in the form of seed resourCe8 to

initiate or expand literacy pregrams. An exception to this

generalization is the Ford FOUndation's support of the production Of

Cast-Off Youth (StiCht, ArMetrong, Hickey, & Caylor, 1986). Thie Study

compiles the researbh, policies, and training methods used by the

military to teach fUndtional literacy to 100,00 enlisted men during the

late 1960'8 And early 1970'8. Its emphasis on integrating literacy

training vith functional training should prove useful tri program

developers interesteo in educating the majority of adults experiencing

literacy difficulties in the United States.

Conclusion

We have more than one literacy problem in the United Sta.Lzs.a. The

problEm receiving the most media attention ie the painful problem of the

SMall percentage of adults vho can barely read dr Write. A much larger

and different problem relates to the MilliOnd of adults vho can read and

iritei but not yell- enough to meet tbe inbreeding literacy demands for

attaining a comfortable living Ili UsiiLLA Statee. Confusion of these two

aspects of literacy problema end the fact that these problems need to be

addressed using different tathedd had led to a number of embarrassing

misunderstandings including a natiOnal advertisement falsely claiming

that by the year 2000, tVo out -of three Americans may be illiterate.

The line between who has and who has not acquired enough literacy *to

function and thrive in the United States is, to a great extent, drawn

along racial and ethnid lines. This divisinn implies a dangerous

potential for future conflict which is exaccerbated by the febt that the

public schoolS vill Soon face even larger percentages of minority youth
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-- sons and daughters, brothers and sisters of the atudents vith vhom

the achools have already failecL

On the positive side, there is a growing awareness that, to be

effectivei basic literacy training needs to be integrated with

functional uses of literacy; Though the nation is not experiencing the

mass literacy mobilization !COMA. (1985) Calle for, there is a clear

increase in awareness ea voll da volunteered efforts and resources on

the parts of individuala and buthinesses. Though there has been no

comparable incroaao in atate and federal resources, there are

indications that ihdredeed public awareness may lead to increased

congressional awarenesa.
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Table 1

Status of Literacy

Percentages of People and Selected Tasks
At of Above

Successive Points on the Prose Scale*

Race/Ethnicity
White Black Hispanic Total

10.8(0.9) 0.7(0.3) 3.3(1.1) 8.8(0.7)

24.9(1.3) 3.1(0.6) 12.0(3.2) 21.1(1.1)

42.6(1.7) 10.5(1.6) 23.5(3.4) 37.1(1.6)

63.2(1.4) 23.7(1.6) 41.1(4.1) 56.4(1.5)

78.0(1.3) 39.9(1.9) 57.4(3.2) 71.5(1.4)

88.0(1.0) 57.5(2.7) 72.1(2.6) 90.8(0.7)

94.6(0.6) 73.6(2.3) 80.8(2.3) 90.8(0.7)

98.0(0.4) 86.2(1.5) 93.8(1.5) 98.5(0.2)

99.4(0.2) 94.1(0.9) 96.6(1.2) 98.5(0.2)
loo.o(o.o) 97.7(0.5) 99.8(0.2) 99.7(0.1)

*Numbers in parentheses

Selected
Points On
The Scale

are estimated standard errors

43

Selected Tasks At Decreasing Levelt
Of Difficulty*

397 Identify appropriate inforMation in

lengthy newspaper column

387 Generate unfmniliar theme from short poem

371 Orally interpret distinctions between two
types of employee benefits

361 Select inappropriate title based,on

interpretation of news article

340 State in writing argument made in lengthy

newspaper column

339 otally interpret a lepgthy story in newspape

313 Locate information in a news Article

281 Locate information on a page of text in

an almanac (3-feature)

279 Interpret instruct:0ns from an appliance
warranty_

278 Generate familiar theme Of Obem

Write letter to state that an error has

has been made in billing

262 Locate_information in sports article

(2-feature)

210 Locate information in sports article
(1-feature)

198 Write about a job one would like

*Number indicating difficulty level designates
that point_on the scale at which individuals
With that level of proficiency have an 80 7.

probability of responding correctly
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Table 2

Status of Literacy

Percentages of Peopleend Selected Tasks
At or Abeve

Successive Points on the Document Scale*

Race/Ethnicity
White Black Hispanic Total

10.5(1.0) 0.9(0.4) 3.2(1.6) 8.8(0.8)

24.3(1.6) 2.5(0.5) 6.7(2.0) 20.2(1.3)

44.0(1.8) 9.0(1.1) 20.8(3.1) 37.6(1.6)

65.4(1.7) 19.8(1.5) 37.0(4.1) 57.2(1.7)

80.8(1.1) 38.7(2.6) 54.7(3.8) 73.1(1.2)

89.9(0.8) 55.5(2.7) 69.0(3.4) 83.8(1.0)

95.0(0.7) 71.0(2.2) 84.4(1.6) 91.0(0.8)

97.9(0.5) 82.3(1.7) 91.5(1.2) 95.5(0.5)

Selected
Points On
The Scale

99.3(03) 93.2(1.2) 96.5(0.7) 98.4(0.3)

99.9(0.1) 98.6(0.4) 99.1(0.3) 99.7(0.1)

*Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard errors

375

350

- 325

- 3C0

- 275

250

2b5

4 4

Selected Tasks At Decreasing Levels
of Difficulty*

365 UtebUs schedule
biiS for given

343 Use bus schedule

bus for given

334 Use bus sehedUle

bus for given

to select appropriate

departures & arrivals

te Select appropriate

departures & arrivals

to select appropriate

departures & arrivals

320 Use sandpaper chart to lOcate appropriate

grade_given specifications

300 Follow directions to travel from one

location to another using a map

294 Identify information from graph depictitg
source of energy atd year

7'8 Use index from an almanac

.262 Locate eligibility from table of employee
benefits

257 Lecate gross pay-to-date on pay stub
255 COMplete a check given information on a hi
253 COMplete an address on order form

249 Locate intersection on street map

221 Enter date on a deposit slip

219 Identify cost of theatre trip from notice
217 Metch items on shopping list to coupons

196 Enter personal information on job
application

192 Locate movie in TV listing in newspeper

181 Enter taller'S nuMber on phone messages
forth

169 Locate time of meeting on a forth

160 Locate expiration date on driver's license

110 Sign your mare

*Number indicating difficulty léiel designates
that point on the scale_at Which individuals

with that level of proficiency haVe an 80%
probability of responding correctly
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Table 3

Statut of LiterAcy

Percentages of People and Selected TASkS
At or Above

Successive Points on the Quantitative Scale*

Race/Ethnicity_
White Black HiSpanic Total

Selected_
Points On
The Scale

Selected TatkS_At Decreased Levels
of Difficulty*

11.5(1.0) 0.8(0.4) 3.8(1.7) 9.5(0.9)

27.2(1.7) 2.4(0.8) 11.3(2.7) 22.5(1.4)

44.4(1.7) 8.3(1.6) 19.9(3.5) 37.8(1.6)

63.3(1.5) 22.0(2.1) 36.9(4.4) 56.0(1.4)

78.8(1.1) 39.3(1.9) 57.9(3.8) 72.2(1.1)

89.4(0.9) 60.4(2.5) 74.6(3.0) 84.7(1.0)

95.5(0.6) 74.4(1.5) 87.3(1.8) 92.4(0.6)

98.0(9.4) 87.4(1.5) 93.1(1.3) 96.4(0.4)

99.2(0.2) 94.8(0.9) 97.7(0.6) 98.6(0.2)

99.8(0.1) 98.3(0.5) 99.6(0.3) 99.6(0.1)

500

3 5

350

325

300

-I- =
275

250

225

200

145

.*Numbers in parentheses are estimated standard errors

45

489 Determine amount of interest charges

frOM 164n ad

376 Estimate cost using grocery unitprice

labels

371 Calcualte & total costs based on

item costs from catalogue

356 Determine tip given percentage of bill

340 Plan traVel arrangements for meeting

using flight schedule

337 Determine correct change using menu

293 Enter and calculate chedkbook balantd
289

281

233 Total Bank deposit entry

**NuMber indicating difficulty level

designates taht point on_the scale at whidh

individuals with that level of proficiency

have an an probability of responding cor
rectly



Status of L'iteracy

TABLE IV

Peicentages of Young AdUlt Population= At or AbOve Average
Reading ProficiencY of 4th, 8th, and Ilth Graderg on NAEP Scale

NAEP Average Reading
ProficiendieS at Race/Ethniditk
3 Grade LeVelk Total White BlaCk Hispanic

Sbale Score

Grade 11 289.3 61.5% 67. 6% 31.0% 52.3%

Grade Bi 260.7 79.8% 85. 0% 53.0% 70.9%

Grade 4 217.5 94.0% 96. 2% 82.2% 92.4%


